Given a simple generalized polygon A of line segments and arcs that is free to move and rotate and an oriented monotone chain B composed of smooth parametric curved edges, the positions and orientations for A to gouge-freely contact B (i.e., the contact configurations) is a C 0 continuous surface in a three dimensional space R 3 . Past results either limit B to be polygonal or depend on the very complicated cylindrical algebraic decomposition algorithm, which is difficult to implement in practice and does not apply to parametric curves. We address this problem by conducting a rigorous study of the geometric and topological structures of the contact configurations surface and providing the exact mathematical descriptions of the faces, edges, and vertices on this surface. A practical intersection algorithm is proposed for computing the critical curves on the contact configurations surface. In addition, an application of the contact configurations in mill-turn machining is presented.
INTRODUCTION
This paper studies the problem of characterizing the gouge-free contact between a free simple generalized polygon and an oriented curved chain in the plane, and its applications. Formally, let A be a compact (i.e., bounded and closed) subset in the X -Y plane whose boundary is a simple Jordan curve made of line segments and arcs; let g and l be a designated reference point and a reference vector in A, respectively. An instance of A, to be denoted as A(x, y, θ), is completely described by the triplet (x, y, θ), where (x, y) is the X-Y coordinates of g and θ is the counterclockwise angle measured from the +X axis to l. Let B be a connected chain in the plane that is composed of smooth curves and is monotone with respect to the X -axis. The interior of B is defined as the set B < = {(x, y) | ∃ (x, y ) ∈ B → y > y}. The following definition is in order. The contact configuration space belongs to a broader and well-studied problem in robot motion planning-the construction of the free space of a robot amid a set of obstacles in two-and three-dimensional spaces. In our case, which is two-dimensional, C A,B is exactly the boundary of the free space of A with B being the obstacle. Abundant research results notwithstanding (for example, see [1, 2, 4, 6, 8-10, 12-15, 18 ] and Latombe's excellent book [7] ), we believe that a careful investigation of C A,B in our setting is still well needed, based on the following three reasons.
(1) Most published reports dealing with C A,B assume that B is polygonal, i.e., represented by line segments only. To use their algorithms to achieve accurate results, a curved B needs to be approximated by a large number of tiny linear segments, which usually cause the C A,B to have very long and skinning faces. Our experiments show that building such a C A,B is extremely sensitive to floating precisions and geometric tolerances, in addition to large amount of computing time brought by the linear approximation.
(2) Even if the cylindrical decomposition method [7, 14] provides a theoretical tool for characterizing C A,B for a B with algebraic curves, it is usually only used to find a free path without actually and explicitly constructing C A,B . In some applications, such as the one given in this paper, a complete and explicit C A,B is required. It is not clear how the decomposition algorithm can help in this regard.
(3) Finally, the curves on B are not always algebraic. Quite the opposite, they are usually given as parametric curves, such as in CAD/CAM. The contact analysis of analytic shapes (cf. [4] )-sphere, plane, cylinder, line, circle-is not applicable.
In this paper, we present a rigorous study of the exact mathematical descriptions and properties of the entities of C A,B , i.e., its faces, edges, and vertices, based directly on the original mathematical definition of B without linear approximation. The only limitation we require on A and B is that they can only be locally nonconvex. 1 Geometrically, this means that the arcs and curves on A and B must be convex, e.g., the example in Fig. 1.1 .
(A curved edge E on B is convex if and only if the curvature vector κ of every point on E points toward the interior of B. That is, the inner product between κ and the −Y -axis is nonnegative.) The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the result of the fundamental casewhen both A and B are convex. Detailed mathematical descriptions are given for the faces, edges, and vertices on the contact configuration space. Next, we relax B to be monotone (with respect to the X -axis) and propose a construction algorithm of C A,B , based on the trimming-and-enveloping concept. An intersection algorithm is described for computing the critical curves on C A,B . We then give a general account on how C A,B can be constructed when A is relaxed to be nonconvex. Finally, we give an application example of C A,B in numerically controlled machining: how to find a minimum number of orientations of the tool that accomplish the machining task, followed by the conclusion remarks.
Before preceding to the next section, the following notations are defined.
A.
A simple generalized polygon represented as a counterclockwise ordered list of points (vertices) {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m }, with edges {e i = a i , a i+1(mod m) : i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. Each e i is either a line segment or a convex circular arc. The differential angle of a i , denoted as i , is described as the difference in the slope angles between the tangent vectors of e i and e i−1 at a i , as shown in Fig. 1.2a .
B. A simple connected chain of curves that is monotone with respect to the X -axis. B is represented by its list of points (vertices) {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } and edges ω i (t): The slope angle function of edge E i (t). This is the angle measured from the +X axis to the tangent of E i at parameter t. (See Fig. 1.2b .) It is both C 1 continuous and monotone due to the smoothness and convexity of E i (t).
R α : The rotation operator in the plane. Given a point (x, y), the application of R α on it, i.e., (x, y) · R α , yields a new point (
That is, (x, y) is rotated about the origin counterclockwise by an angle α. See Fig. 1.2c.   FIG. 1.2 . Definitions of i , ω i (t), and R α .
T v : The translation operator in the plane, where v is a vector (v x , v y ). Given a point (x, y), the application of T v on it, i.e., (x, y) · T v , yields a new point (x , y ) = (x + v x , y + v y ).
CONTACT CONFIGURATIONS OF CONVEX A AND CONVEX B
This section establishes the foundation of contact configuration space: the construction of C A,B when both A and B are convex. Because of the convexity of both A and B, the contact between an instance of A and B must fall in one of the three types: an a i touches an E j , an e i touches a b j , or an e i touches an E j . Depending on whether the contact edge e i is a line segment or an arc, the last two types are further divided into four types. Thus, there are total of five types of contact between A and B, each giving rise to a unique mathematical representation of faces on C A,B , as we show next.
Type I. a-E contact. Consider a particular instance A(x, y, θ) such that a vertex a i contacts an edge E j . Refer to Fig. 2 .1 for the geometric entities involved, where τ and τ are respectively the tangent vectors of edges e i and e i−1 at a i , v is the angle between the tangent vector of E j (t) and τ , and L is the length between the reference point g = (x, y) and the vertex a i .
The following equations are then in order:
Since all L , α, and β are constants, the equations above then become functions of t and v only. As all E j (t), ω j (t), and R t are smooth functions of a real number t, it turns out that (1) formaC 1 continuousparametric surfaceinthe X -Y -θ space:
In the special case of a linear E j , the slope function ω j (t) degenerates to a constant, and the surface defined by (1) then becomes a ruled surface with all its rulings parallel to the X -Y plane; this conforms to the result in [1] . that realizes this contact. In Fig. 2 .2, τ and τ are respectively the left and right tangent vectors at b j , t is the angle measured from τ to e i , and v is the distance between a i and b j . The contact is essentially a "type A" one as defined in [8] if the edges E j and E j−1 are replaced by their tangents τ and −τ at b j . Therefore, the points (x, y, θ) should form a ruled surface in the X -Y -θ space. It is a parametric surface of parameters t and v, as defined by the equations
Note that in the expressions of (2), only t and v are variables, while all the others are constants. The range for
, where a i+1 − a i is the length of edge e i .
Next, consider the case where e i is a circular arc. The geometric relationship between an instance A(x, y, θ) and B is manifested in Fig. 2 v being the arc length of e i between a i and b j . The triplet (x, y, θ) is then related to (t, v) by the equations
Similarly to l-b, the set of points as described by (3) form a smooth parametric surface
where a i+1 − a i this time stands for the arc length of the circular edge e i . On the other hand, due to the nonlinearity of e i , the surface is no longer ruled. Instead, it is what we informally call a circularly ruled surface. Based on the inversion principle [17] , it can be easily shown that if a plane θ = θ 0 intersects {x(t, v), y(t, v), θ(t, v)}, the cross section is always an arc of the same radius r but with varying arc length between zero and a i+1 − a i .
Type III. e-E contact (l-E and c-E).
This last type deals with the contact between an edge e i and an edge E j , which did not require any consideration for polygonal A and B.
(The contact configurations of two line segments simply degenerate into line segments in the X -Y -θ space.) The l-E contact pertains to a linear e i , whereas the c-E contact relates to an arctic e i . Let (x, y, θ) be a configuration point such that the linear edge e i touches E j at a point E j (t). Obviously, due to the noninterference constraint, e i must overlap with the tangent vector of E j at t. Refer to Fig. 2 .4. Taking the distance v = a i − E j (t) to be another controlling variable, we have the following equations:
As L , α, and β are all constants, the equations (4) define a parametric surface {x(t, v),
which is a line segment for a fixed t. Therefore, {x(t, v), y(t, v), θ(t)} is a ruled surface with its rulings all parallel to the X -Y plane.
FIG. 2.4.
Geometric description of the l-E contact.
FIG. 2.5. c-E contact.
Finally, suppose the edge e i is an arc of radius r and let (x, y, θ) be a configuration point such that e i touches E j at a point E j (t). Once again, the noninterference requirement dictates that e i and E j share a same tangent line at E j (t). Similarly, let v be the (arc) length of the portion of e i between a i and E j (t). The relationship between (x, y, θ) and t and v, though, is quite different from that of an l-E contact, obviously due to the nonlinearity of e i . It is described by the following equations as shown in Fig. 2 .5: (5) is closely related to the offset cylinder of E j , i.e., the cylindrical surface with the base curve {E j (t) + (r, 0) · R ω j (t)+0.5π : t ∈ [0, 1]} and the axis being the θ axis. Specifically, the intersection between (5) and a plane θ = θ 0 , if they intersect, is a curve in the form of
where the 2D vector u and the real numbers t 1 , t 2 are C 0 continuous functions of θ. In the extreme case when the reference point g coincides with the center of e i , u becomes a null vector function (i.e., with zero length), and, as expected, the surface of (5) turns out to be a connected subset on the offset cylinder. Refer to 
, a-E, e-b (for l-b and c-b), and e-E (for l-E and c-E). For example, C|
a−E i, j (t, v) stands for the type I contact between the vertex a i and the edge E j at point E j (t). Without loss of generality, we can assume the parameter v in (1) through (5) 
is periodic in θ (of period 2π), only one of its instances is displayed in Fig. 2 .7. As revealed in the figure, C A,B is not homogeneous. In other words, an edge of a face in C A,B may be shared by more than one face. This though can be easily resolved by partitioning the involved faces along certain isoparametric curves.
CONTACT CONFIGURATIONS OF A MONOTONE B
Still with respect to a convex A, the C A,B of a monotone, but not necessarily convex, B is naturally built upon the contact configurations of its convex components. Let {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B N } be the minimum convex decomposition of B, where each B k is a convex chain. Due to its monotonicity, the C A,B k of each B k can be viewed as a function of x and θ; let C k (x, θ): (x, θ) ∈ k denote such a function, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, where each k is a simple and connected domain in X -θ. We now augment C k into a new function C k (x, θ) which will be defined in the domain
otherwise it is set to be −∞. We define an upper-enveloping function C B (x, θ) with the domain N k=1 k : That C B (x, θ) is indeed the contact configuration space C A,B is validated by this observation: because of the monotonicity of B, if an instance A(x, y, θ) gouge-freely contacts B, then all the instances {A(x, y + δ, θ): δ > 0} clear B, that is, they can never interfere with the interior B > . Now that the point (x, y, θ) must be on some C k (x, θ), it follows that C B (x, θ) must be the C A,B . An illustrative example of C B (x, θ) is shown in Fig. 3.1, where B is made of two convex subchains B 1 and B 2 .
Structurally, C B (x, θ) is described by a set of trimmed faces of the composing C k (x, θ)'s. Informally, for a face in C k (x, θ), we first try to intersect it with the faces in all the other C k (x, θ)'s (k = k). The intersection curves, if any, partition the face into a number of disjoint subpatches which can be easily shown to meet the congruency property: a subpatch either entirely belongs to C B (x, θ) or entirely does not belong to C B (x, θ). To compute them, a general algorithm CC SURFACE consisting of three phases-intersection, trimming, and upper-enveloping-is adopted. The input to the algorithm are the N individual contact configuration surfaces {C k (x, θ): k = 1, 2, . . . , N}, and the output are the trimmed faces of those C k (x, θ) that make up the C B (x, θ). ALGORITHM CC SURFACE.
/* set is initially empty before Phase 2 */ for every face f ∈ C k (x, θ) do add the subpatches of f induced by the intersection curves in ∂ f into
Admittedly, many algorithmic optimizations should be asked for this algorithm, in particular Phase 3. One obvious idea is the transverseness of an upper-enveloping function: if a trimmed face φ ∈ C k (x, θ) belongs to C B , then any trimmed face φ ∈ C k (x, θ) that is adjacent to φ cannot be on C B ; and consequently, φ does not need to be tested at all in Phase 3. This immediately reduces the amount of computation at Phase 3 by at least half. A faster, but much more complicated, approach such as the topological sweep used in [1] might also be applicable here. While how to design a simple and yet efficient construction algorithm of C B for a curved B remains to be a challenging problem, it is nevertheless out of the scope of this paper. Instead, we elucidate on how the intersections in Phase 1 are implemented in our system. Let { f (x, θ): x 11 ≤ x ≤ x 12 and θ 11 ≤ θ ≤ θ 12 } be the surface representation of a face f ∈ C k (x, θ), and { f (x, θ): x 21 ≤ x ≤ x 22 and θ 21 ≤ θ ≤ θ 22 } the surface representation of a face f ∈ C k (x, θ). Depending on the types of f and f , the intersection f ∩ f has different underlying geometric interpretations, as manifested in Fig. 3.2 . On the other hand, regardless of the types, a point (x, y, θ) on f ∩ f always designates an instance A(x, y, θ) that gouge-freely contacts an edge E on B k and an edge E on B k simultaneously. Except for the last case in Fig. 3 .2, in which edges E and E "support" the same linear edge of A, which can be handled as a special case in the intersection algorithm, due to the convexity of A, E, and E , for a given orientation θ, there is at most one instance of A(θ ) that can gouge-freely contact both E and E at the same time. Therefore, the intersection f ∩ f is a continuous single curve which is strictly monotone with respect to θ (i.e., its intersection with any plane θ = θ 0 is at most one point). In light of this monotonicity, a binary-tracing algorithm is devised to compute the intersection f ∩ f . Let (x 1 , y 1 , θ 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , θ 2 ) be the two end points of f ∩ f , which are obtained by intersecting the four boundary edges   FIG. 3.2 . Different configurations of contact between A and two edges E and E . of f with f and vice versa, by means of a general Newton-Raphson method and taking advantage of the fact that f ∩ f is monotone. The recursive procedure Intersect Interval generates an ordered list of points that represent f ∩ f .
The procedure Intersect Interval stops recursion when the condition stop satisfy is met. Either of the following two criteria will make stop satisfy true:
(1) The 3D distance between the two points (x 1 , f (x 1 , θ 1 ), θ 1 ) and (x 2 , f (x 2 , θ 2 ), θ 2 ) is less than a preset tolerance value; or (2) The minima of the radii of curvature of f (x, θ) and f (x, θ) at (x 1 , f (x 1 , θ 1 ), θ 1 ), say r , and at (x 2 , f (x 2 , θ 2 ), θ 2 ), say r , are identical (within a preset tolerance), and the ratio of r over the 3D distance between the two points is greater than some predetermined number δ.
The first criterion ensures that the generated points are close enough to accurately represent the intersection curve. The second one, on the other hand, helps reduce the generation of unnecessary or redundant intersection points. In many occasions, the portion on the intersection curve between the two points may be closely represented by a line segment or an arc. The threshold number δ is empirical. In general, the larger δ is, the more points will be generated.
f (x, θ m ) ∩ f (x, θ m ) is a single intersection point between two convex curves in the X -Y plane. According to the analysis of the three types of contact conducted in the previous section, f (x, θ m ) can only be one of: (1) a line segment, (2) an arc, (3) a portion of a translated edge E of B k , or (4) a portion of an offset of a translated edge E. The same argument also holds for f (x, θ m ). Therefore, this intersection can be computed either algebraically if the corresponding edges on B k and B k are of lower order degrees, e.g., cubic Bezier curves, or otherwise numerically, which should converge quickly because of the convexity of both edges.
When all A, B k , and B k are polygonal, the intersection between the two faces f and f becomes simpler. It is now an algebraic/sinusoid function F(t): t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 , where F(t) takes in one of three types of algebraic and/or sinusoid expressions, depending on the types of f and f , i.e., type I vs type I, type I vs type II, and type II vs type II. (Note that type III faces now degenerate into line segments.) In the Appendix, a formal proof is given for the three expressions. The implication of this is important. Rather than calling the numerical routine Intersect Interval for intersecting f and f , the only thing we need to do is to identify the function F(t). Our tests results have shown that, for polygonal A and B, using the function F(t) greatly reduces the computational time, as compared to the undiscriminating calling of Intersect Interval.
CASE OF A CONCAVE A
Finally, we give a general account of how the C A,B can be computed for a concave A. Despite the nonconvexity of A, the idea of the three-phase algorithm-intersection, trimming, and upper-enveloping-still applies, as it is not hard to prove that C A,B is still monotone with respect to the X -θ plane. Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A M be a minimum convex decomposition of A, where each A i is a convex generalized polygon. In addition, a reference point and vector are chosen which are common to all the A i 's. Let C i j (x, θ): (x, θ) ∈ i, j denote the contact configurations of A i and B j only, i.e., C A i ,B j . Again, because of its monotonicity, the contact configurations C A,B is the upper-enveloping function
where i, j=1 i, j at θ = θ 0 .) A caution, however, must be emphasized when using the algorithm CC SURFACE. When A is concave, the intersection between two faces f and f is no longer guaranteed to be monotone with respect to θ, nor   FIG. 4.1. The θ-slice representaion of the C A,B of a concave A. 
FIG. 4.2. Nonmonotonocity of critical curves due to nonconvexity of A.
is it always a single continuous piece. In the example shown in Fig. 4 .2, at the two indicated configurations (x 1 , y 1 , θ 0 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , θ 0 ), the vertex a (a respectively) of A contacts the edge E(E respectively) of B. The intersection between the face of a-E contact and the face of a -E contact (both are of type I) is not monotone with respect to the θ-axis, since the two intersection points (x 1 , y 1 , θ 0 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , θ 0 ) have the same θ value θ 0 . Consequently, the procedure Intersect Interval cannot be used here. Instead, a general surface-surface intersection algorithm is needed to compute the critical curves. In the simplest case, though, i.e., when both A and B are polygonal, the procedure Intersect Interval is still valid, since it is easily seen that the situation in Fig. 4 .2 cannot exist if both E and E are linear.
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF C A,B
We next give an example of the applications of C A,B in mill-turn machining. In this application, B is the profile curve that defines the contour of the part that is symmetric to the X -axis (the rotational symmetry line), and the cutter can be modeled as a generalized polygon A, whose orientation is limited to a range γ ⊂ [0, 2π ]. See the example shown in Fig. 1.1 . A point p on B is said to be machinable (i.e., reachable) by the cutter A if there exists at least one configuration (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ) (θ 0 ∈ γ ) such that A(x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ) gougefreely contacts B at p. Let R A,B (θ) denote the set of points on B that are reachable from instances of A with the orientation θ. Each orientation θ represents a distinct set-up of the cutter which, due to the remounting and recalibrating of the cutter required, should be limited to as few as possible. An important task thus is: find a minimum set of orientations
In reality, besides the range γ ⊂ [0, 2π], there is an additional constraint put on the machining: only certain edges of A will physically contribute to the machining of B, e.g., the arc of A in Fig. 1.1 . These edges will be referred to as the cutting edges of A. Now consider the contact between an edge E j of B and the cutting edges of A. The corresponding contact configurations are uniquely represented by a subset of faces on C A,B , say { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f k }. Each f i is a (trimmed) parametric surface of type III that describes the contact between a cutting edge and a portion of edge E j . The boundary ∂ f i of a face f i is made of natural boundary edges as defined in equations (4) and (5) and/or some trimming curves. Referring to equations (4) and (5), we notice that for a point (x, y, θ) in ∂ f i , there is one and only one contact point on E j . Consequently, ∂ f i designates a series of contact points on E j . Because of the continuity of ∂ f i , this series of points form a continuous and closed curve in the X -Y -θ space, whose projection in the X -θ plane bounds a compact region, to be referred to as χ( f i ). We define the contact map of edge E j to be the union Let α(θ 0 ) denote the projection on the X -axis of the intersection between the line θ = θ 0 and the contact map (B). The minimization problem then equals to finding a minimum set of real numbers {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ l } ∈ γ such that the union l i=1 α(θ i ) is equal to the projection of (B) on the X-axis. This is apparently an NP-complete problem [5] . Furthermore, the nonlinearity of the edges on (B) makes it more ominous of finding an exact optimal solution. As an alternative, we propose a "greedy" approach [16] . Basically, a line θ = θ 1 is initially found that realizes the maximum α(θ). In the example of 
SUMMARY
The primary goal of this paper is to establish an exact mathematical description of the gouge-free contact between a concave generalized polygon A (with line segments and arcs) and an oriented monotone chain B of parametric curved edges. We show that the corresponding contact configuration space is a surface defined by a set of trimmed parametric surfaces (the faces) and give their exact mathematical representations. Various useful geometric properties of these faces are then analyzed. A practical algorithm is proposed for computing the intersection of the faces, which contribute to the critical curves on the contact configuration surface. In addition, exact algebraic/sinusoid parametric expressions are given for the critical curves in the special case when both A and B are polygonal. An application in mill-turn machining is then presented to illustrate the usefulness of our results.
We have implemented the algorithms, using C language on a PC with a modest configuration of 300 MHZ PII CPU and 64 MB RAM. In the tests, for an arbitrary concave B of between 30 and 40 cubic Bezier curves and a convex A of 20 or so arc/line edges-a reasonable input size in the mill-turn machining application-the configuration space C A,B is computed quickly, usually in less than 15 seconds (excluding data input drivers and graphics display). When A is concave but the number M of its convex components is small, there is no obvious run-time increase. When M is relatively large, say over 20, significant run-time increase is observed. This is in major part due to that a general numerical algorithm has to be used to compute an intersection f ∩ f , rather than the fast binary-tracing procedure Intersect Interval. The numerical algorithm we used is rather primitive and converges slowly, and it is believed that a better one will greatly help reduce the run-time.
Future topics for research remain. Among them one is to remove the local convexity requirement on the edges of B, or at least to allow some special types of curves (such as conics), if a general solution seems to be too ominous. Currently in our system, a concave curved edge has to be approximated by line segments which tremendously increase the computing time and numerical sensitivity. Another issue is to see if faster construction algorithms for the contact configurations space can be devised. Finally and not least, how to extend our results to an A of general parametric curved edges posts to be a challenging problem.
APPENDIX
Let B i and B j be two convex sub-chains on B and consider the intersection between two faces f ∈ C A,B i , and f ∈ C A,B j . We show that if the associated geometric entities of f and f on A and B are vertices and line segments only, the intersection f ∩ f is a single simple curve in the X -Y -θ space that can always be described by a closed parametric form.
Several tool functions are first needed. Refer to Fig. A.1 . Given a rigid triangle with sides of lengths l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 , and the X -Y coordinates of two vertices (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) known, the coordinates of the third vertex, (x 3 , y 3 ), is an algebraic/sinusoid function of {x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 }. So let this function be denoted as tri coords, i.e., (x 3 , y 3 ) = tri coords (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) . Also, the reference angle θ , measured from the +X axis to the vector (x 3 , y 3 ) → (x 1 , y 1 ), can be algebraically expressed in terms of {x 2 , y 2 , x 3 , y 3 , α}. Let tri angle denote this expression, i.e., θ = tri angle( x 2 , y 2 , x 3 , y 3 , α) . Note that the symbol "d" above represents a constant; it is the distance between the reference point g and point M. So is the angle ϕ. Since (x a , y a ) is a fixed point, once again (x 1 , y 1 , θ) is a function of a single parameter t. Actually, the path of (x 1 , y 1 ) can be analytically expressed. It can be shown (see [3] ) that the intersection point E in Fig. A.3 is a fixed point, regardless of the angle t. Taking E as the origin, the polar coordinates ρ and φ of g are then related by the equation
where ρ is the distance measured from E to g and φ is the angle between the two vectors E → O and E → g. This is the representation of a Pascal or snail-like curve [3] .
Type I-Type II. This last type corresponds to the scenario when a linear edge and a vertex of A are constrained by a vertex and a linear edge of B respectively, as demonstrated in Fig. A.4 . In terms of motion geometry mechanisms, g traces a Conchoidal motion
